AVID - Audio Plugins Workflow

If you need to enhance or alter your audio, AVID provides plugins that will bring up a GUI where you can control and visualize the changes made. This is good for removing humming, hissing, crackling, isolating voice-over, etc...
Click on the dropdown and choose the plugin you want to add.
Here are selecting and Izto plug:

There are only available in these labs: CMA 5.176 & CMA 4.144

Desktop
Macintosh

Source Browser S

Double click to: ""
Click on the purple plugin icon to access the plugin settings.

RX 6 De-hum
RX 6 De-plosive
RX 6 De-reverb
RX 6 Mouth De-click
RX 6 Spectral De-noise
RX 6 Voice De-noise
The plugin interface will open. You can make changes and select the "Preview" button.
to hear your changes. If you want to play them back on the timeline, you will need to render the effect.
For more directions, you can follow these online tutorials for how to use Zotopin.

Like this one for example: